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The Hamilton–Jacobi formalism of the propagation of an electron-hole photoexcited plasma in
continuously inhomogeneous semiconductors with arbitrary depth profiles in carrier diffusivity
and/or minority-carrier lifetime is presented. The theoretical model is based on the variational
formulation of the canonical Hamiltonian for the evolution of carrier plasmas and shows that
propagating plasma waves can be formally described by a plasma-harmonic oscillator, thus
generalizing existing theoretical treatments of photoexcited carrier diffusion in electronic solids.
Simple analytical expressions for the free-carrier diffusion magnitude and phase frequency
dependencies in the case of exponential carrier diffusivity and minority carrier lifetime profiles are
obtained. The effect of continuously varying electronic properties on the surface plasma density
magnitude and phase frequency behavior is demonstrated through computer simulations and very
good quantitative agreement is obtained with photothermal radiometric data from an ion-implanted
Si wafer allowing the reconstruction of the lifetime depth profile. ©1996 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-8979~96!07821-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, an increasing number of activities dea
ing with the photoacoustic and photothermal characterizati
of semiconductors is being reported in scientific journal
Several laser-based photothermal techniques have been
veloped to monitor photoexcited carrier kinetics and tran
port in semiconductors, the advantage over other, usua
electrical, methods being that electronic effects can be mo
tored in a noncontacting and nondestructive manner.1 Infra-
red photothermal radiometry~PTR!,2–4 photothermal beam
deflection ~PBD!,5,6 and photomodulated thermoreflectanc
~PMTR!7 are the most frequently used techniques in the
noncontact studies. Among the physical parameters of int
est, the electronic transport properties of a semiconduct
namely, the carrier diffusivity (Dn), the minority carrier life-
time ~t!, and the surface recombination velocity (s), have
attracted great attention as the measurement oft andDn is
useful in characterizing the quality of semiconductor mate
als and modeling semiconductor devices. These phototh
mal studies are based on the well known fact that the abso
tion of an intensity modulated or pulsed irradiation b
semiconductors results in temperature and plasma den
profiles whose temporal behavior is affected by the therm
and electrical transport characteristics of the material, th
allowing the main thermal and electronic transport param
eters to be derived from the photothermal amplitude a
phase~frequency domain! or time evolution~time domain!
dependencies.1,8

The common characteristic feature of all previous the
retical and experimental photothermal studies of semico
ductors is that only homogeneous or discontinuously inh

a!Electronic mail: salnik@me.utoronto.ca
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mogeneous materials9 ~i.e., materials having a structure o
subsurface layers of finite thickness! have been assumed
Correspondingly, botht and Dn values have been usually
referred to as the bulk or layer characteristics of a semico
ductor. In spite of the fact that the possibility to use th
plasma waves for depth profiling in semiconductors has be
shown, at least in principle, for some time,10 no experimental
works or theoretical models have addressed the problem ot
andDn profile reconstruction. Yet, such models are of sp
cial interest in the most important, and frequently more com
mon, case of continuously inhomogeneous semiconducto

The present article is the result of the realization that
electron-hole photoexcited plasma in an electronically acti
layer ~e.g., a semiconductor substrate or thin surface lay
device!, when driven by a harmonically modulated irradia
tion and detected by a suitable detection~photothermal! tech-
nique, behaves like a carrier density diffusive wave,9 and,
therefore, it can be theoretically treated as a plasm
harmonic oscillator~PHO!, using the Hamilton–Jacobi for-
malism of a classical mechanical harmonic oscillator.11 As a
consequence, a so far nonexistent solution to t
pseudodiffusive-field plasma-wave problem for continuous
inhomogeneous semiconductors with arbitraryt and/orDn

depth profiles materializes as a generalized theory of fr
carrier diffusion in electronic solids. It is shown that th
PHO approach allows the monitoring of the changes in ph
tothermal signal frequency behavior due to various types
simulated inhomogeneities in a semiconductor induced
depth-dependentt andDn , and leads to a methodology for
solving the inverse physical problem of the reconstruction
carrier recombination lifetime as a function of the depth c
ordinate in a semiconductor.
6/80(9)/5278/11/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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II. THEORETICAL MODEL

A. Canonical Hamiltonian formulation of the
Hamilton–Jacobi PHO

The mathematical treatment of the problem is based
two physical conditions. First, the one-dimensional formu
tion of the carrier continuity equation is used in order
simplify the formalism, with the three-dimensional case co
stituting a straightforward extension of the fundamental c
cepts developed herein. Second, a strong optical absorp
at the surface is assumed, and recombination to be only
calized on the sample surface, thus neglecting the influe
of a space charge region.

A semi-infinite semiconductor sample is considere
having a depth-dependent minority carrier lifetimet(x) ~s!,
carrier diffusivity Dn(x) ~cm2/s!, and constant surface re
combination velocitys ~cm/s!, illuminated with a plane wave
of monochromatic laser light. The laser light has angu
modulation frequencyv ~rad/s!, flux F0 ~W/cm2!, photon
energyhn(J), and excitation efficiency equal to unity.

Considering only the ac solution for the photoexcit
carrier densityn(x,t) of the form:

n~x,t !5N~x!eivt, ~1!

the carrier continuity equation can be written as

d

dx SDn~x!
dN~x!

dx D2
N~x!

t~x!
2 ivN~x!50, ~2!

with the boundary conditions:

Dn~x!
dN~x!

dx U
x50

52
F0

hn
1sN~0! ~3!

and

N~`!50. ~4!

Using the variational formulation

E
0

`F ddx SDn~x!
dN~x!

dx D2
11 ivt~x!

t~x!
N~x!GdNdx50,

~5!

and applying the boundary conditions we obtain

dHN~0!~sN~0!2N0!2
1

2 E
0

`FDn~x!S dN~x!

dx D 2
1
11 ivt~x!

t~x!
N2~x!GdxJ 50, ~6!

whereN05F0/hv(c/n). c/n is the speed of the propagatio
of optical radiation in a condensed medium of refractive
dexn.

Defining the Lagrangian function as

L[
1

2
Dn~x!S dN~x!

dx D 21 1

2 S 11 ivt~x!

t~x! DN2~x!, ~7!

and omitting theN(0)[sN(0)2N0] term here, which will be
retrieved later from the field integration constants, yields
Hamiltonian
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 9, 1 November 1996
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H~x,N,pn!5pn~x!
dN~x!

dx
2L

5
pn
2~x!

2Dn~x!
2
11 ivt~x!

t~x!
N2~x!, ~8!

with pn the generalized momentum defined by

pn~x!5
]L

]S dNdx D
5Dn~x!

dN~x!

dx
. ~9!

Equations~8! and ~9! show that for the plasma-wave prob
lem the generalized coordinate and momentum are the car
concentration and flux, respectively, in the same manner
for the thermal wave the relevant parameters are the te
perature and heat flux.12 The Hamiltonian form is not appro-
priate, however, for use in the consideration of plasma wa
dynamics, because it is an explicit function of the spati
coordinate (x). A canonical transformation is required, suc
that both coordinate and momentum will be constants of t
motion.

Upon the introduction of two new variables

z~x!5E
0

xS 11 ivt~y!

ivt~y!Dn~y! D
1/2

dy ~10!

and

a~x!5FDn~x!S 11 ivt~x!

ivt~x! D G1/4N~x!, ~11!

we obtain the PHO Hamiltonian

H~pn ,a!5
1

2
pn
22

iv

2
a2, ~12!

which is the analog of the classical canonical Hamiltonia
functionH(pn ,a) 5 pn

2/2m1 Ka2/2 with the following ef-
fective physical assignations of a harmonic oscillator:

a5FDn~x!S 11 ivt~x!

ivt~x! D G1/4N~x! ~position!, ~13!

pn5Dn~x!
dN~x!

dx
~momentum!, ~14!

m51 ~ inertia!, ~15!

K52 iv ~spring constant!. ~16!

Here, the PHO Hamiltonian is a constant of the motion11 and
assumes the meaning of the total generalized energyE of the
plasma wave field, with the PHO angular spatial frequenc

Vn[AK/m5Ave2 ip/4. ~17!

Letting from Eq.~11!

a~0![a05SDn~0!
11 ivt~0!

ivt~0! D 1/4N~0!, ~18!

as well as

pn~0![pn0 , ~19!

after some mathematical calculations it can be shown tha
5279A. Salnick and A. Mandelis
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a~z!5
pn0e

ip/4

Av
sinh@Hn~x!#1a0 cosh@Hn~x!# ~20!

and

pn~z!5pn0 cosh@Hn~x!#1Aveip/4a0 sinh@Hn~x!#,
~21!

where

Hn~x![E
0

x

sn~y,v!dy ~22!

andsn(x,v) is the magnitude of the depth-dependent com
plex plasma-wave vector9 defined as

sn
2~x,v![

11 ivt~x!

Dn~x!t~x!
. ~23!

Physically, the structure of the carrier plasma wave num
ber sn(x,v) evolves~i! from an ‘‘instantaneously’’ formed
~i.e., within timeDt!v211!, free-carrier spatial distribution,
which at low modulation frequenciesf!1/2pt(x) is in-
phase with the photoexcitation modulation source and oth
wise independent of modulation frequency to~ii ! a wavelike,
frequency-dependent character of the propagating car
spatial distribution, asf increases, so thatf>1/2pt(x), ~iii !
when f@1/2pt(x) the wave field becomes pseudopropaga
ing. In fact, it is highly localized within a diffusion length
from the photoexcitation source position, owing to the effi
cient spatial decay of the oscillation, with behavior identic
to conventional diffusion-wave fields, such as thermal-wa
oscillations.12

Equations~20! and ~21! yield a generalization of the
well-known (p(t)5mdx(t)/dt) momentum coordinate

pn~z!5Ave2 ip/4
da~z!

dz
. ~24!

B. Free carrier density in an electronically
inhomogeneous semiconductor

Substituting Eq.~20! for a~z! in Eq. ~13!, expanding the
hyperbolic terms, and taking into account the boundary co
ditions, Eqs.~3! and~4!, yields the following expression for
the plasma density distribution:

N~x!5
N0AQ~x!

sn~0!Dn~0!1sh S 12e22@Hn~`!2Hn~x!#

11e22Hn~`! De2Hn~x!,

~25!

where

Q~x![
Dn~0!sn~0!

Dn~x!sn~x!
~26!

and

h[
12e22Hn~`!

11e22Hn~`! . ~27!

On formulating Eq.~25! the generalized carrier-density spa
tial derivativedF(x)/dxux50 of the function
5280 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 9, 1 November 1996
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F~x![
1

2 S ivt~x!

Dn~x!@11 ivt~x!# D
1/4

~28!

was neglected. The validity of this~only! approximation to
the theory is discussed in the Appendix. It can be easily se
that in the special case wheret andDn are depth indepen-
dent,Hn~`!→` and Eq.~25! yield the simple expression

N~x!5
N0

snDn1s
e2snx, ~29!

which is precisely the result obtained for a homogeneo
semi-infinite semiconductor with strong surfac
absorption.2,8,13

To satisfy specific physical requirements, let the tot
plasma-wave field be a linear superposition of three fields

N~x,v!5aNinh~x,v!1bN0h~x,v!1cN`h~x,v!, ~30!

where (a,b,c) are arbitrary constants;Ninh~x,v! represents
the contribution of the inhomogeneous medium, an
N0h(x,v), N`h(x,v) are the homogeneous fields witht and
Dn values equal to those at surface and infinity, respective

N0h~x,v!5
N0

sn0Dn01s
e2sn0x, ~31!

N`h~x,v!5
N0

sn`Dn`1s
e2sn`x, ~32!

where by definition sn(0)[sn0, sn(`)[sn` ,
Dn(0)[Dn0, andDn(`)[Dn` .

These two homogeneous fields are related to the to
plasma-wave field through the following evident limits:

lim
x→`

N~x,v!5N`h~x,v!, ~33!

lim
v→`

N~0,v!5N0h~0,v!, ~34!

lim
v→0

N~0,v!5N`h~0,v!. ~35!

Taking the indicated limits, the three arbitrary constants
Eq. ~30! can be fixed uniquely, using Eqs.~25!, ~31!, and
~32!. After some algebra one finds the final general expre
sion for the frequency dependence of the plasma density
the surface of an electronically inhomogeneous semi-infin
semiconductor:

N~0,v!5N0h~0,v!@11~Rn`21!e2~Pn`~v!2Pn`~0!!#,
~36!

where

Rn`[
Dn0sn01s

Dn`sn`1s
~37!

and

Pn`~v![ lim
x→`

@sn`x2Hn~x!#, ~38!

with the requirement

lim
v→`

Pn`~v!5`. ~388!

N0h is defined by Eq.~31!.
A. Salnick and A. Mandelis
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The physical origin of thePn`~0! term in Eq.~36! is due
to the fact that at low modulation frequenciesvt(x)!1 the
plasma density loses its wavelike properties9 and becomes
independent of the modulation frequency with a plasma d
fusion length given by Eq.~23!:

Ln~0![sn
21~0!'ADn~x!t~x! ~39!

so thatPn`~0!Þ0.
From the foregoing formalism and the generality o

Dn(x) andt(x) profiles assumed in the PHO field, it is clea
that the generalized Hamilton–Jacobi theory of the fre
carrier transport dynamics in harmonically photoexcite
semiconductors can handle arbitrary depth distributions
these parameters. Specifically, Eq.~36! is valid for increas-
ing, decreasing, and nonmonotonict(x) and/orDn(x) depth
profiles.

C. A special case: Exponential profiles

In order to see phenomenologically how the~so far ar-
bitrary! inhomogeneities of electronic transport properties i
fluence the plasma density frequency dependence it is c
venient to assume some specific depth profiles fort(x) and
Dn(x) and calculatePn`~v!, Eq. ~38!. As an example, the
following monotonically increasing or decreasing expone
tial dependencies will be discussed based on the sim
physical rule that the amount of damage caused at a giv
depth in a semiconductor through, e.g., ion implantation,
proportional to the density of the damage-causing age
~ions! at that depth. A square dependence of the exponen
function will be further assumed for convenience,14 so that
the integration in Eq.~22! may give analytic results. The
effect of the square dependence is essentially negligible co
pared to the strong exponential character of the functio
under consideration:

t~x!5t`~16De2qx!2, D5UAt0
t`

21U, ~40!

and

Dn~x!5Dn`~16de2qx!2, d5UADn0

Dn`
21U, ~41!

where the positive and negative signs are related to decre
ing and increasing depth profiles, respectively. Here~t0,
Dn0! and ~t` , Dn`! characterize the semiconductor surfac
and bulk transport parameters, respectively. In what follow
for independently variable transport parameters, several d
ferent combinations of the above profiles will be considere
they may correspond to different semiconductor samp
and/or experimental conditions.

1. Constant t, variable D n(x )

In this simplest case, whent`5t0[t upon calculating
the integral inHn(x), Eq. ~22!, and the limit in Eq.~38!, one
finds for both increasing and decreasingDn(x) profiles of
Eq. ~41!:
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 9, 1 November 1996
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Pn`~v!2Pn`~0!5
1

2q
Ln`

21U lnS Dn0

Dn`
D U~A11 ivt21!,

~42!

whereLn` 5 ADn`t is the plasma diffusion length in the
bulk. It is easy to verify that the condition Eq.~388! is satis-
fied.

Correspondingly, theRn` coefficient, Eq.~37!, becomes

Rn`5S Dn0A11 ivt1sLn0

Dn`A11 ivt1sLn`
D Ln`

Ln0
, ~43!

and the final expression for the carrier density at the surfa
is obtained by substituting Eqs.~42! and ~43! into Eq. ~36!.

2. Constant D n , variable t(x )

Using the same procedure as above and taking both t
increasing and decreasingt(x) profiles as described by Eq.
~40!, gives

Pn`~v!56
1

q
Aiv

Dn
~A11B2 ln~G1!1B ln~G2!

2 ln~G3!!, ~44!

where the positive and negative signs are related to decre
ing and increasingt(x) profiles, respectively, and the follow-
ing definitions have been made:

G1[
1

2 S uD21u1B2

11B2 1A~D21!21B2

11B2 D , ~45!

G2[
B1A11B2

B1A~D21!21B2
uD21u, ~46!

G3[
A~D21!21B22uD21u

A11B221
, ~47!

and

B[~ ivt`!21/2. ~48!

For Pn`~0! andRn` one finds

Pn`~0!5
1

2q
Ln`

21U lnS t0
t`

D U, ~49!

and

Rn`5S DnA11 ivt01sLn0

DnA11 ivt`1sLn`
D Ln`

Ln0
, ~50!

whereLn` and Ln0 are now equal toADnt` and ADnt0,
respectively.

3. Variable t(x ) and D n(x )

In this general case, when both the carrier lifetime an
diffusivity are depth dependent, with the same gradient~as
expected from surface-treated materials!, we obtain

Pn`~v!56
1

q
A iv

Dn`
@A11B2 ln~G1!1~11m!B ln~G2!

2A11m2B2 ln~G4!#, ~51!
5281A. Salnick and A. Mandelis
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where the following definitions were made:

G4[
A~D21!21B2A11m2B21B2m2uD21u

A11B2A11m2B21B2m21

3ud21u21, ~52!

and

m[
d

D2d
, DÞd. ~53!

For Pn`~0! andRn` one can find

Pn`~0!5
1

2q
Ln`

21F ~11m!U lnS t0
t`

D U1mU lnS Dn0

Dn`
D UG .

~54!

and

Rn`5S Dn0A11 ivt01sLn0

Dn`A11 ivt`1sLn`
D Ln`

Ln0
, ~55!

whereLn` 5 ADn`t` andLn05 ADn0t0.
It is easy to verify that in the case of depth-independe

carrier diffusivity Eq. ~51! is reduced to Eq.~44!. On the
other hand, assuming only theDn(x) profile in Eqs.~51! and
~54!, one can obtain Eq.~42!, as expected. As before, condi
tion Eq. ~388! is satisfied for both Eq.~44! and Eq.~51!.

It can be shown that Eq.~51! ~with some modification of
signs! is very flexible and is still valid for opposing profiles
e.g., decreasingt(x) and increasingDn(x) or vice versa,
which are mostly of theoretical interest and will not be dis
cussed further.

In conclusion, the special case Eqs.~51!–~54!, together
with the general Eq.~36!, and profiles, Eq.~40! and Eq.~41!,
are the key formulas of the present work: they describe ge
erally possible experimental situations, and can be used
carrier dynamic studies in inhomogeneous semiconduct
with particulart(x) andDn(x) profiles. In practice, Eq.~36!
can be linked to a suitable photothermal diagnostic metho
ology, which is known to be sensitive to free carrier dens
ties. In this manner, specific or arbitrary depth profiles
t(x),Dn(x) may be reconstructed in what amounts to th
inverse problem.

III. SIMULATIONS OF THE GENERALIZED THEORY

In the following simulations of the carrier dynamics in
inhomogeneous semiconductors, increasing electronic dif
sivity and/or lifetime profiles will be assumed, correspondin
to the physical situation where the semiconductor sam
surface is modified~damaged! and the values of the elec-
tronic parameters there are lower than those of the unalte
bulk.

Following the theoretical model of Sec. II, variable
Dn(x) andt(x) profiles will be examined separately, as we
as together: it turns out that diffusivity and lifetime inhomo
geneities influence the surface plasma density~SPD! magni-
tude and phase frequency behavior in different ways.
5282 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 9, 1 November 1996
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FIG. 1. Effect of the surface carrier diffusivity (Dn0) on the SPD magnitude
~a! and phase~b! frequency responses for a semiconductor with depth-
dependent carrier diffusivityDn(x): Dn050.1 ~h!, 0.5 ~L!, 1.0 ~n!, 5.0
~s!, and 10.0~* ! cm2/s. Parameters used for calculation:Dn`510 cm2/s,
t510 ms, q5104 m21, s5100 cm/s.
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A. Depth-dependent carrier diffusivity

Figure 1 shows the effect of the surface carrier diffusio
coefficientDn0 on the frequency response of a semiconduc
ing sample with an exponentially increasing profileDn(x),
Eq. ~41!, and constant minority carrier lifetime. It can be
seen that an increase in the degree of inhomogeneity, ma
fested by the steepening of the gradient between theDn0 and
Dn` values, results in increasing the SPD magnitude at hi
frequencies with respect to its flat value at low frequenci
@Fig. 1~a!#. The corresponding phase dependence also exh
its this positive deviation from its zero values at low frequen
A. Salnick and A. Mandelis
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cies @Fig. 1~b!#. At low frequencies both magnitude and
phase are flat as expected from the frequency in depende
of the plasma-wave vector, Eq.~23!. In the limit ofv→` the
slope of the SPD magnitude frequency response becom
that of a homogeneous sample with phase saturated at245°
and electronic properties those of the material surface. T
effect of the surface electronic diffusivity value appears
the peak amplitude and position: for lowerDn0 this peak is
more pronounced owing to the steeper]Dn(x)/]x gradient,
and shifted toward the low frequency edge for both magn
tude and phase~Fig. 1!. The curve behaves in the conven
tional manner2 whenDn05Dn` , i.e., with zero gradient.

The effect of changing surface recombination veloci
on the SPD magnitude and phase frequency response
somewhat similar to that produced byDn0 ~Fig. 1!. An in-
creasings reduces the positive peak amplitude and shifts
toward high frequencies. In addition, high surface recomb
nation decreases the plasma density in the bulk, thus res
ing in the depression of the flat SPD magnitude levels at lo
frequencies. However, for lows values below a critical re-
combination velocity, the effect of the surface recombinatio
is very weak and can be neglected. From Eqs.~31! and~43!
the low frequency conditions ! ADn0 /t can be established,
which givess!340 cm/s as the critical recombination veloc
ity for the choice of calculation parameters in Fig. 1 an
Dn051 cm2/s.

The effect of the diffusivity profile steepness constantq
is illustrated in Fig. 2. At high modulation frequencies, i.e
near the sample surface, both the SPD magnitude and ph
frequency behavior are that of a homogeneous sample w
Dn5Dn0. Correspondingly, at low frequencies the magn
tude and phase are frequency independent at a level o
homogeneous sample withDn5Dn` . The steeper the diffu-
sivity profile ~higher q!, the more confined to the near
surface region the perturbation in the electronic transp
properties of the sample, resulting in higher peak probe f
quencies for the shallower subsurface inhomogeneity~Fig.
2!. Secondary oscillations for the deepest profile~q5103

m21! can also be observed; these are associated with ef
tive plasma reflections and peak frequency determined by
plasma-wave wavelength becoming commensurate with
thickness of the effective surface layer. The diffusivity gra
dient separates the sample into two virtual layers with diff
sion coefficient valuesDn0 ~surface thin layer! and Dn`

~substrate!. Thinner effective-diffusivity layers correspond
ing to largerq values exhibit higher peak reflection frequen
cies, owing to the reduced plasma wavelength. These os
lations are imperceptible in the amplitude plots, Fig. 2~a!, but
can be gleaned in the phase plots, Fig. 2~b!, in the range
0.1–1 MHz.

Summarizing the above results, it is concluded that bo
SPD magnitude and phase are sensitive to the inhomoge
ities introduced by spatially varying carrier diffusivity and
that they exhibit a relative signal enhancement with chara
teristic positive peaks whose amplitudes and positions g
erally depend on the surface diffusivity value and profi
steepness.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 9, 1 November 1996
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FIG. 2. Effect of the steepness constant (q) of the carrier diffusivity profile
on the SPD magnitude~a! and phase~b! frequency responses for a semicon-
ductor with depth-dependent carrier diffusivityDn(x): q5103 ~h!, 53103

~L!, and 104 ~n! m21. Dn051 cm2/s, other parameters are the same as in
Fig. 1. Two other lines represent a homogeneous sample withDn51 cm2/s
~s! andDn510 cm2/s ~* !, respectively.
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B. Depth-dependent carrier lifetime

In contrast to the variable diffusivity case, inhomogene
ities introduced by a spatially varying carrier lifetime resu
in a clear, sharp negative peak in the SPD magnitude f
quency response@Fig. 3~a!# and large phase perturbation
@Fig. 3~b!#. This negative magnitude peak appears in the fr
quency range wherevt;1, while at low and high modula-
tion frequencies the SPD magnitude dependencies
equivalent to those of a homogeneous sample. This featur
a manifestation of the smooth transition of the model to th
5283A. Salnick and A. Mandelis
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ple
FIG. 3. Effect of the surface carrier lifetime~t0! on the SPD magnitude~a!
and phase~b! frequency responses for a semiconductor with depth
dependent carrier lifetimet(x): t050.1 ~h!, 0.5 ~L!, 1.0 ~n!, 5.0 ~s!, and
10.0 ~* ! ms. Parameters used for calculation:t`510 ms, Dn510 cm2/s,
q5104 m21, s5100 cm/s. The dotted lines in the direction shown in~a!
represent a homogeneous sample witht50.1, 0.5, and 1.0ms, respectively.
ter-

y in

d

homogeneous cases witht5t` and t5t0 at the respective
frequency limits. The amplitude of the inverted peak depen
strongly on the gradient of the surface lifetime. The pea
disappears when the sample is nearly homogeneous@Fig.
3~a!#. The associated phase frequency response shows
nificant variations that reach;320° at the steepest gradien
~t050.1ms!.

The effect of increasing the surface recombination v
locity in this case appears as a depression in magnitude
a strong phase oscillation, similar to those observed in Fig
5284 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 9, 1 November 1996
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FIG. 4. Effect of the steepness constant (q) of the carrier lifetime profile on
the SPD magnitude~a! and phase~b! frequency responses for a semicon-
ductor with depth-dependent carrier lifetimet(x): q5103 ~h!, 53103 ~L!,
and 104 ~n! m21 s5100 cm/s,t051 ms; other calculation parameters are the
same as in Fig. 3. The two remaining lines represent a homogeneous sam
with t510 ms ~* ! andt51 ms ~s!, respectively.
ds
k

sig-
t

e-
and
. 3.

However, contrary to the diffusivity case, an increase ins
does not change the positions of the peaks, which are de
mined by the lifetime gradient]t(x)/]x.

Finally, the gradient of the lifetime profile affects the
SPD magnitude and phase frequency dependencies nearl
the same manner as with variable diffusivity: a decrease inq
shifts the magnitude peak position to lower frequency an
makes it more pronounced@Fig. 4~a!#. It can be noted that for
a changingt(x) gradient there is a ‘‘critical’’ profile~indeed,
a combination of varying parameters! when the negative
A. Salnick and A. Mandelis
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peak reaches its maximum value. Below this value the SP
magnitude frequency behavior becomes more complicat
partly because of plasma-wave reflections across the width
the layer with variable lifetime. In a manner similar to Fig. 2
the extrema due to plasma reflections appear at higher
quencies with increasingq, i.e., with the narrowing of the
inhomogeneous near-surface layer. Overall, both the S
magnitude and phase are very sensitive tot0 and the profile
gradient, as described by theq parameter.

It is interesting to note that the foregoing characterist
features of the SPD magnitude and phase frequency
sponses caused by an inhomogeneous lifetime, i.e., the sh
negative peak and strong phase perturbations, are quite s
lar to several features observed earlier in a number of stud
on the competition between the contributions from the the
mal and electronic components of the temperature gradi
in, what were thought to be, homogeneous semico
ductors.5,8,15,16

C. Simultaneous depth profiles in carrier diffusivity
and lifetime

In this general case the SPD magnitude and phase
quency responses are a complex superposition of contri
tions from carrier diffusivity and lifetime inhomogeneities
and have a dominant lifetimelike character. It can be show
that only for high frequenciesand/or high profile gradient
parameter (q) does the combined diffusivity-lifetime term,
Eq. ~51!, become the simple linear superposition of th
‘‘pure’’ diffusivity and lifetime terms, Eqs.~42!–~44!, so
that both the total magnitude and phase curves can be
tained by an addition of the corresponding dependenci
The effect ofDn and t spatial gradients in this case is als
similar to that for the lifetime profiles. As expected, bot
magnitude and phase are more sensitive to the lifetime s
tial variations than to those of the carrier diffusivity.

IV. COMPARISON WITH TWO-LAYER MODEL AND
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The present generalized inhomogeneous plasma pro
gation theory was compared with the limiting discrete ca
of the two-layer sample model developed by Opsal a
Rosencwaig~OR!.9,10For convenience, theM ~v! ratio of the
surface plasma density for the inhomogeneous sample to
for a homogeneous one was used. The results are prese
in Fig. 5. It can be seen that for very steep diffusivity an
lifetime profiles and a thin layer assumed for the OR mod
calculation, thetrends in both magnitude and phase fre
quency are in reasonable agreement. However, for b
depth-dependent diffusivity and lifetime the actual discre
ancies between the two theories are significant. Figure 5
dicates that, in the limit where the thin inhomogeneous su
face layer is much narrower than the plasma wavelength,
inhomogeneous region behaves almost like a discrete hom
geneous layer on a homogeneous substrate. It is also sh
that the present model has the necessary frequency resolu
to diagnose near-surface inhomogeneities in experimen
data.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 9, 1 November 1996
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FIG. 5. TheM ~v! ratio of inhomogeneous to homogeneous sample magni-
tude ~a! and phase~b! frequency response calculated by using the present
model ~symbols! and the two-layer model of Opsal and Rosencwaig~OR!
~Refs. 9 and 10! ~dotted lines!: ~n! inhomogeneous carrier diffusivity only:
Dn050.1 cm2/s,Dn`59 cm2/s, t5100ms; ~L! inhomogeneous carrier life-
time only: t051 ms, t`5100 ms, Dn59 cm2/s; ~h! both inhomogeneous
diffusivity and lifetime:Dn050.1 cm2/s, Dn`59 cm2/s, t051 ms, t`5100
ms. Parameters used for the calculation:s5100 cm/s,q5105 m21. OR
model: layer thicknessd51 mm and subscripts ‘‘0’’ and ‘‘̀ ’’ are assigned
to the surface layer and bulk parameters, respectively.
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The model was applied to preliminary experimental r
sults obtained by using the PTR detection technique wit
Si sample implanted with P1 ions of 50 keV energy to the
dose of 1012 cm22 ~Fig. 6!. The photothermal signal from the
nonimplanted~homogeneous! part of the same Si wafer wa
used to calculateM ~v!. In this preliminary study the main
interest is in the shape of theM ~v! ratio magnitude and
5285A. Salnick and A. Mandelis
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FIG. 6. Comparison of theM ~v! ratio of experimental amplitudes~a! and
phase difference~b! frequency responses for a P1-implanted Si sample
~circles! and theoretical simulations~solid lines! using the following param-
eters:Dn520 cm2/s, t055 ms, t`515 ms, s5300 cm/s,q553104 m21.
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phase frequency responses, since actual depth profiles are
expected to be purely exponential. A comparison of chara
teristic features—negative peak in magnitude and pha
behavior—with the theoretical predictions, concluded th
they are due to increasing lifetime inhomogeneities wi
small variations inDn . Fitting of the experimental results by
the theoretical model yielded an increasing exponential lif
time profile with parameters shown in the caption of Fig.
and possibleDn changes ranging between 15 and 25 cm2/s.
The middle valueDn520 cm2/s has been used in the fitting
program ~Fig. 6!. Despite the simple exponential profile
simulation, the experimental results and the theoretical sim
5286 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 9, 1 November 1996
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FIG. 7. Assumed~lines! and reconstructed~points! carrier lifetime exponen-
tial profiles of different steepnesses: homogeneous sample~h!, q51000
~L!, 500 ~n!, 250 ~s!, and 100 cm21 ~* !. Parameters used:Dn510 cm2/s,
t051 ms, t`520 ms, s5100 cm/s.
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lations are in very good agreement for both the magnitu
and phase, thus largely justifying the simple physical ru
assumption leading to Eqs.~40! and ~41!.

V. THE PLASMA-WAVE INVERSE PROBLEM

Finally, using the experimental results of Fig. 6, the life
time profile for the P1-implanted Si sample has been recon
structed. The two-dimensional Broyden’s method was use17

which searches for the surface valuest0 andq satisfying the
minimum conditions both inM ~v! ratio’s magnitude (M )
and phase~Df! simultaneously:

uMexp~v i !u2uM theor~v i !u50, ~56!

uDwexp~v i !u2uDw theor~v i !u50, ~57!

for each modulation frequencyvi .
The basic feature of plasma-wave depth profiling v

consideration of the inverse problem, which makes it qui
different from the same procedure in the thermal-wav
case,14,18is thatt(x) andDn(x) profiles can be reconstructed
only partially. Due to the peculiar frequency behavior of th
a/c plasma diffusion lengthLn[sn

21, Eq. ~23!, which is fre-
quency independent whenvt(x)!1 and lifetime indepen-
dent whenvt(x)@1, for eacht(x) and/or Dn(x) profile
there is a limited depth range within which these profiles c
be reconstructed~Fig. 7!. This range depends on both surfac
and bulk values, profile steepness, and modulation freque
range. As can be seen from Fig. 7, even for the homogene
sample the lifetime profile can be reconstructed within th
depth range 12–140mm for the 10 Hz–1 MHz modulation
frequency range used in this example.
A. Salnick and A. Mandelis
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FIG. 8. Results of the reconstruction of the carrier lifetime profile from th
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The results of the two-dimensional search, Eqs.~56! and
~57!, are presented in Fig. 8. The inversion uses the~q and
t0! pair as unknown variables to fit the magnitude and pha
data at each frequency and is capable, in principle, of rec
structingarbitrary profiles. The effectivet(x) profile recon-
struction depth range appeared to be 44–162mm for the
givenDn value ~20 cm2/s! that was assumed constant in th
searching program. At low frequencies, i.e., probing the m
terial bulk, the lifetime is found to be nearly constant at th
15 ms level which is in good agreement with the know
value for a nonimplanted Si sample.19 Here the plasma wave
is independent of modulation frequency~vmint`!1! and the
reconstruction depth is limited by the plasma diffusio
length Ln'175 mm. At high frequencies, i.e., close to the
damaged surface, the lifetime decreases reaching the valu
10ms at the lowest available depthxmin542mm. The recon-
struction depth limit here is due to the lifetime-independe
Ln at high frequencies, Eq.~39!, whenvmaxt0@1. It can be
shown that the lifetime profiles reconstructed assuming d
ferent~but close! values ofDn are similar to those presented
in Fig. 8.

As a result of the solution to the plasma-wave inver
problem, it was found that the implantation process intr
duces structural electronically sensitive defects in the
sample spread much deeper than the nominal thickness of
implanted layer itself.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The generalized Hamilton–Jacobi plasma-wave theo
of a continuously inhomogeneous semiconductor with ar
trary t(x) andDn(x) depth profiles was developed. Carrie
plasma-wave amplitude and phase frequency behavior sim
lations using the developed general theoretical model w
specific, physically motivated exponential lifetime and ele
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 9, 1 November 1996
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tronic diffusivity depth profiles clearly show the high sens
tivity of a frequency scan to spatial changes both in carri
diffusivity and lifetime. These theoretical predictions are in
very good agreement with preliminary experimental da
from a surface-modified~ion-implanted! semiconductor Si
sample. They allow one to distinguish between the domina
contributions from diffusivity and/or lifetime inhomogene
ities and evaluate the nature and extent of damage pene
tion through its effect on the surface and bulk electron
parameters, profile type, and steepness.

The general results of the forward path of the dept
profiling problem were further used to address the inver
problem. The reconstruction of computer simulated dep
profiles of the carrier lifetime was performed and excelle
results were obtained. The first experimental lifetime profi
reconstruction was also performed using the tw
dimensional Broyden method for the inverse path on amp
tude and phase data from a moderately implanted Si wa
probed with infrared photothermal radiometry. Deep impla
tation effects on the lifetime that induced a decrease of mo
that 50% near the wafer surface from the value of the bu
lifetime were observed. The foregoing inverse algorith
forms a basis for further constructing improved signal inve
sion methodologies. The use of higher modulation freque
cies in the range where the signal becomes independen
lifetime will allow the inversion of very shallow electronic
diffusivity depth profiles. Experimental and theoretical stud
ies of these problems are currently in progress.
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APPENDIX: CRITIQUE OF THE ONLY MATHEMATICAL
APPROXIMATION TO THE THEORY

The only approximation in the formulation of the theo
retical development leading to the key equations, Eqs.~36!
and~51!–~54!, was the assumption that the derivative of Eq
~28! can be neglected in the formulation of the generalize
carrier density fieldN(x), Eq. ~25!:

Fx~0![
dF~x!

dx U
x50

'0. ~A1!

Actually, the assumption, Eq.~A1!, states that the con-
tribution to the plasma density profile from a term propo
tional to the spatial rate of change of the inverse square r
of the productDn(x)sn(x) is negligible. If that term is in-
cluded in the calculation of the plasma density flux at th
surface@applying the boundary condition, Eq.~3!, toN(x) in
the form of Eq.~25!#, an extra term will appear:

Dn~0!S F~0!sn~0!
Pn0

Aiv
1 f x~0!a0D 52N01sa0F~0!.

~A2!

e
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FIG. 9. Plot of the conditions~A4!–~A6! as equations ofq vs modulation
frequency for~L! depth-dependent carrier lifetime only~t051 ms, t`510
ms, Dn510 cm2/s!; ~h! both depth-dependent lifetime and diffusivity
~Dn051 cm2/s, Dn`510 cm2/s, t051 ms, t`510 ms, and ~n! depth-
dependent carrier diffusivity only~Dn051 cm2/s,Dn`510 cm2/s,t510ms!.
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Using the boundary conditions, Eqs.~3! and~4!, expres-
sions fora0, pn0 may be determined and it can be shown th
the above term will be negligible if and only if

uF~0!sn~0!u@u f x~0!u. ~A3!

It is easy to verify that, upon taking the indicated deriva
tive, relation~A3! amounts to ascertaining that

quLn`2Ln0u!2~11v2t2!1/4, ~A4!

for Dn(x) profiles @Eq. ~41!, case in Sec. II C1#, or

quLn`2Ln0u!2~11v2t0
2!3/4S t`

t0
D 2, ~A5!

for t(x) profiles @Eq. ~40!, case in Sec. II C2#, and

qLn0F SAt`

t0
21D S t0

t`
D 22SADn`

Dn0
21D ~11v2t0

2!1/2G
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!2~11v2t0
2!3/4, ~A6!

for t(x) andDn(x) profiles@Eqs.~40! and~41!, general case
in Sec. II C3#, whereLn` ,Ln0 keep their original definition
for each case. As expected, the condition for the gene
case, Eq.~A6!, gives the two other conditions, Eqs.~A4! and
~A5!, when constant lifetime or diffusivity, respectively, is
assumed.

For all profiles considered in Sec. III for the simulation
of the carrier wave amplitude and phase frequency behavi
conditions~A4!–~A6! were found to be satisfied within the
frequency range used.

As an example, the above inequalities were solved forq
and plotted as equations in Fig. 9, versus modulation fr
quency for three different profiles with the values of surfac
and bulk lifetimes and diffusivities indicated. It can be easil
seen that the values ofq used for the simulations in Sec. III
are much smaller than those calculated in Fig. 9, thus sa
fying the inequalities, Eqs.~A4!–~A6!.
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